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Shop our eStore for more Teaching Resources:

How to Use:
This set includes over 700 pattern block
mats (230+ unique designs with 3 levels
each) and 8 universal multi-age follow-up
activity pages. We recommend printing out
the mats, placing them in page protectors
and storing them in a three-ring binder.
Allow students to choose a picture to
complete and pair it with an ability
equivalent follow-up activity.
Alternatively, if you don’t need full page
mats and want to make these more
challenging for older students, you can
adjust your printer settings to print multiple
pages per sheet to make flashcard sized
pictures. Print on cardstock and connect
with a ring for a simple learning station.

Alphabet (Uppercase)
Alphabet (Lowercase)
Numbers (0-10)
Animals
-Farm Animals
-Forest Animals
-Ocean Animals
-Zoo Animals

Holidays
-New Year’s Day
-Valentine’s Day
-St. Patrick’s Day
-Earth Day
-Easter
-Fourth of July
-Thanksgiving
-Christmas

Seasons
What’s Included:
For each topic below you’ll find multiple
pattern block pictures available. Each of
these can be combined with the pattern
block activity pages to make a center
activity for students

-Winter
-Spring
-Summer
-Fall

Transportation

Follow Up Activities: These resources help you extend the learning to cover key logic, reading, writing, and math skills.
Activity

Instructions
Draw and Write (Hard)
Students draw a picture of what
they built, then write a sentence
or two.

Draw and Write (Easy)
An easier version of the above
with guided writing prompts for
younger students

Tally Marks & Inequalities
Students count and tally up each
of the blocks they used for their
picture. Then, using those
numbers, solve inequalities
puzzles.

Count & Add
Students count and report the
number of blocks used for each
picture. Then, using those
numbers, add to solve the
addition equations.

Activity

Instructions
Count & Graph
Students count and graph the
number of each block used for the
picture.

Paragraph (Hard)
Students write a step-by-step
paragraph describing what was
required to build their picture. A
word bank is available for
sequencing words, number
words, and shape words.

Paragraph (Easy)
An easier version of the above
including guided writing, and
number words available in the
word bank.

Spin & Roll Games
Students choose one of the two
games available to rebuild their
picture, counting up how many
spins or rolls it took.

